IT Recommended System Guidelines and Technology Standards

Benefits

• Rapid Development of Web application systems with latest Technology.
• Close Partnership with IT and departments.
• Standardizes “look and feel” of departmental application systems.
• Mitigation of security threats.
• Mitigation of ADA compliance issues.
• Increase accuracy of information.
• Significant cost savings.
• Provide central source of direction for departmental IT projects.
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Document Strategy

- Leverage and build on existing centralized Infrastructure and new application toolsets.
- Encourages departments to consult with IT on planning all aspects for automation of business processes.
- Provide flexibility for purchasing specialized systems.
- Provide sources for outsourcing that would leverage U of L’s infrastructure and toolsets.
- Provide awareness for the requirements pertaining to security, backup and recovery, and disaster recovery.
- Provide references for “how to get started” and contacts.
- Provide a methodology so that application development is conducive to the sharing of reusable public application components and object; in addition, the ability to call reusable services (SOA) already purchased and maintained by the University.